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CAN ALL GOLFERS 
BENEFIT FROM  

GOLF BALL FITTING?

At Titleist, our goal is to help all golfers play better 
and shoot lower scores, and being fit for the right 
golf ball is an important part of that. Every golfer, 
regardless of ability, age, and gender can benefit 
from going through a golf ball fitting. Why? Because 
there is no more essential piece of equipment than 
the golf ball. It is the only piece of equipment a 
golfer will use on every shot, and there are many 
game-changing performance and quality differences 
between golf ball brands and their various models, 
especially on shots around and into the green. A 
Titleist golf ball properly fit to your game will help 
you play better, shoot lower scores, and enjoy the 
game even more.  
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WHAT IS THE TITLEIST 
APPROACH TO 

GOLF BALL FITTING?

At Titleist, we believe that a proper golf ball fitting 
takes place on the golf course. Our Tour-validated 
“Green-to-Tee” approach successfully fits players of 
all abilities, from the world’s best to high handicap 
amateurs. We start at the green, placing the greatest 
emphasis on shots around and into the green, and 
then work back to the tee. Being fit to a golf ball that 
will optimize your performance on your scoring shots 
(chips, pitches, and approach shots) is the key to 
shooting lower scores. 
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WHAT ARE THE 
STEPS IN THE TITLEIST  

GOLF BALL 
FITTING PROCESS?

ASSESSMENT AND SELECTION
Titleist golf ball fitting begins with an assessment of your 
game, your performance objectives, and your personal 
preferences. To accomplish this, you can attend a Titleist mobile 
golf ball fitting event or talk to your local PGA professional.  

GREEN-TO-TEE ON COURSE EVALUATION
The Titleist Green-to-Tee fitting process involves an evaluation of 
all shots on the golf course, with the greatest emphasis placed 
on shots around and into the green. You should evaluate the 
recommended and alternative golf balls (and the golf ball you 
played most often prior to your assessment) side-by-side, as this 
is the best way to experience the performance differences 
between models. 

PUTTING THE NEW BALL IN PLAY
Once you go through the Green-to-Tee fitting process, commit to 
playing that golf ball exclusively. Using the same model golf ball 
on every shot of every round eliminates performance variation, 
builds confidence and consistency, and will ultimately lead to 
you shooting lower scores. 

SHORT GAME SHOTS

FULL SWING SHOTS

DRIVER

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 
WHEN COMPARING

• Score
• Short game 
  spin and control
• Approach shot 
 stopping power 

• Long game control
 and consistency 
• Driver distance 
  and accuracy
• Trajectory/Ball flight
• Feel preference 

ON COURSE EVALUATION ZONES

Now that you’ve narrowed your selection, 
note the golf balls in the space provided 
to the right and use the following steps to 
determine which ball is best for your game.

RECOMMENDED 
TITLEIST BALL

ALTERNATIVE 
TITLEIST BALL

OTHER 
BALL

(SELECT YOUR PREFERENCE BELOW)

CO
M

PA
RE

SHORT GAME

SHORT IRONS

MID -IRONS

HYBRIDS/FAIRWAY METALS

DRIVER

FEEL PREFERENCE

Continue and hit full shots with
HYBRIDS/FAIRWAY METALS.

Then, hit full shots with a MID-IRON.

Begin with several different SHORT GAME shots.

Finally, hit tee shots with your DRIVER.

Next, hit full shots with a SHORT IRON.

Do you have a specific FEEL preference?

GOLF BALL EVALUATION SCORECARD
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WHY ARE TITLEIST  
PRO V1® AND PRO V1x® 

THE BEST 
GOLF BALLS FOR 
ALL GOLFERS?

Pro V1 and Pro V1x golf balls are designed for 
any golfer seeking to shoot lower scores. They 
offer total performance – providing extraordinary 
distance, superior short game spin and control, 
optimized flight characteristics, very soft feel, and 

long-lasting durability. Pro V1 and Pro V1x provide 
golfers with everything they need in a golf ball without 
having to compromise in any area. 
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Steep angle of descent

Drop-and-Stop™  

greenside control

More roll

Shallow angle  
of descent

Penetrating flight

High launch

Low long game spin

Deep downrange  
peak trajectory

Steep angle of descent

WHAT ARE THE 
DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN  
PRO V1® AND PRO V1x®?

Pro V1 and Pro V1x golf balls are the total package, 
providing extraordinary distance with low long 
game spin, consistent flight, and outstanding 
Drop-and-Stop™ control. 

While Pro V1 and Pro V1x both deliver total performance 
to all golfers, there are key performance differences 
between the models that are relevant when considering 
which ball is the best fit for your game. 

PRO V1 & PRO V1x PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES
 

 

• FLIGHT
   Pro V1 flies lower than Pro V1x. 

• SPIN 
   Pro V1 spins less than Pro V1x on iron and short game shots.  

• FEEL
   Pro V1 feels softer than Pro V1x. 
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AM I GOOD ENOUGH 
TO PLAY PRO V1® OR 

PRO V1x®? 

Yes, you are. Pro V1 and Pro V1x golf balls are 
designed for all golfers, not just highly skilled 
players. In fact, a less skilled golfer can benefit 
even more than a highly skilled golfer when 
using a Pro V1 or Pro V1x. Why? Pro V1 and 
Pro V1x provide the very best performance for any 
golfer when they hit a shot well, but what is 
often overlooked is the forgiveness of Pro V1 
and Pro V1x. The advanced technology that goes 
into designing and manufacturing Pro V1 and Pro V1x 
provides you with the forgiveness you need to 
achieve the best possible result even when you 
do not hit a shot as solidly as you had envisioned. 

THE FORGIVENESS OF PRO V1 AND PRO V1x

You’re playing a tough par 4, and for your third shot you 
have 60 yards to the pin, which is located on the back 
portion of the green. You step up and hit a ¾ wedge shot, 
but you don’t catch it just right, hitting it thinner than you 
would have liked. As your ball is in the air you are asking 
it to “get down.” The ball lands a few yards past the pin, 
just a couple yards short of the back fringe, and takes its 
first bounce. What happens next?

What happens next is largely dependent on what golf ball you 
are playing. If you are playing Pro V1 or Pro V1x, the advanced 
technology in these golf balls can give you the forgiveness you 
need on this shot. Pro V1 and Pro V1x help generate enough 
spin so that even on your mishit shot your ball can have the 
stopping power to come to rest on the back fringe, giving you 
the opportunity to try to make a putt to save par. However, if 
you are playing a low spin, distance ball, your mishit shot likely 
bounds over the green leaving you with a very difficult short 
game shot from the rough.

By playing a high performance, technologically advanced, 
forgiving golf ball like Pro V1 or Pro V1x, you likely saved a 
couple shots on this one hole. You’ll probably have a few 
other similar instances over the course of your round, 
and the performance of your golf ball can ultimately be 
the difference, potentially turning a disappointing and frustrating 
round into a fun and satisfying one. 
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IF PRO V1® AND PRO V1x® 
CAN BENEFIT ALL  

GOLFERS, WHY DOES 
TITLEIST MAKE OTHER 

GOLF BALLS?  

The answer is player preferences. Titleist Pro V1 and 
Pro V1x golf balls provide total performance to golfers 
of every skill level, and if a golfer prioritizes total 
performance then we recommend that they play with 
Pro V1 or Pro V1x. However, while all golfers want 
performance, individual preferences can also influence 
the golf ball selection process for some golfers. Feel, 
color, price, appearance (play number or markings), 
and durability are all examples of player preferences. 
If preferences factor into your selection process, Tour Soft, 
Velocity, and DT TruSoft are Titleist golf balls designed 
to meet the complete range of player preferences. 
They are the best performing and highest quality golf 
balls in each segment of the market. 
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WHICH TITLEIST  
GOLF BALL IS THE 

LONGEST? 

All Titleist golf balls are designed and manufactured 
to be exceptionally long off the tee, with all of our 
models measuring within 4-6 yards of each other. 
Simply put, there is no significant distance advantage 
to be gained when selecting one Titleist model over 
another. Additionally, in any given round, whether 
you shoot under par or over 100, you will only hit 
your driver a maximum of 14 times. For these reasons, 
when we fit a golfer into a golf ball, we start at the 
green and work back to the tee, working to optimize 
the golfer’s performance on the scoring shots 
(chips, pitches, and approach shots) as this is 
where every golfer has the greatest opportunity to 
improve their score.

SHOTS PER ROUND BASED ON AVERAGE SCORE

IF YOU SHOOT 70 IF YOU SHOOT 85 IF YOU SHOOT 100

PUTTSSCORING SHOTSDRIVES
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WHICH TITLEIST 
GOLF BALL IS THE 

STRAIGHTEST?

Many golfers mistakenly believe that they can help “cure” 
their offline tee shots with a low spin, distance golf ball. This 
is not the case. All Titleist golf balls are low spin off the 
driver, with a minimal difference between all models. With 
such a small difference in spin rates between models off 
the driver, there is no meaningful impact on dispersion. 

It is also important to remember that low spin, distance golf 
balls are typically low spin on all shots, which can have 
a detrimental impact on scoring shot performance. The 
difference in spin rate on scoring shots between models 
is significant and game-changing. 

Playing golf balls like Pro V1 or Pro V1x, which are low 
spin off the driver, but provide substantially more spin 
on the scoring shots than other models, allows golfers 
to have more control and hit shots closer to the hole 
more frequently.
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SPIN CHARTS

WHICH TITLEIST  
GOLF BALL IS BEST 

FOR MY 
SWING SPEED? 

Many golfers are mistakenly led to believe that 
they should be fit for a golf ball based solely on 
their driver swing speed. This is a flawed approach.  
 
The truth is that every golfer has many different swing 
speeds, not just one. Golfers utilize a wide range of 
swing speeds to execute the vast array of shots that 
are required in every round, and to play your best 
the golf ball must perform for all of these different 
shots. There are a number of important factors to 
consider when deciding which golf ball is best for you, 
but swing speed should not be one of those factors.  
 
At Titleist, we design and produce golf balls to deliver 
total performance at every speed, with every club, on 
every shot, not just the 14 drivers you may hit in a round. 

PITCHING WEDGE  
68 mph SWING SPEED

DRIVER
97 mph SWING SPEED

6-IRON 
83 mph SWING SPEED

30 YARD PITCH SHOT  
24 mph SWING SPEED

SAME PLAYER. DIFFERENT SHOTS.
DIFFERENT SPEEDS.
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SHOULD I BE PLAYING 
A LOW COMPRESSION 

GOLF BALL? 

A common misconception among golfers when 
selecting a golf ball is that they should match a ball’s 
compression to their swing speed, believing that they 
will get added distance or better performance 
from the low compression golf ball. This is misguided.  
 
Golfers compress the golf ball on every shot at every 
speed, and the difference in golf ball compression is 
minimal at widely varied swing speeds. We have tested 
“low compression” products and products “designed 
for amateurs” head to head with our own golf balls and 
they do not deliver better total performance.  

So what exactly is compression and why should golfers 
care about it? Compression is solely a test of the 
relative softness of a golf ball. If a golfer has a feel 
preference for a softer feeling golf ball, they may prefer 
to play a lower compression golf ball. 

EVERY GOLFER COMPRESSES THE
GOLF BALL ON EVERY SHOT 

0 10 15

Titleist PRO V1

Pro V1 at 130 mph, 13° and 3000 rpm
DRIVER DISTANCE (YARDS)

DRIVER DISTANCE AT AMATEUR SWING SPEED

Titleist PRO V1

Competitor B

Competitor D

Competitor E

Competitor C

Competitor A

High speed photography shows that there is minimal 
difference in golf ball compression at widely varied 
swing speeds.

HIGH SWING SPEED

LOW SWING SPEED
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